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With the computer’s popularization and development, Chinese information 
processing plays an increasingly important role. And Chinese word segmentation, as a 
very significant part of that, has been widely applied in information retrieval, 
information extraction, text mining, machine translation, automatic indexing etc. 
Therefore the realization of Chinese word segmentation, which can not only identify 
ambiguous and unknown words but also segment words rapidly and accurately, is of 
particularly significance. 
For dictionary-based Chinese word segmentation system, the query and update 
efficiency of the dictionary will directly affect the performance of Chinese word 
segmentation. The dictionary’s function of whether it can adjust and change 
continuously along with the inputted raw data, is also an important indicator of Chinese 
word segmentation’s performance. For this reason, it has been inevitable to construct a 
dictionary that would support rapid query, rapid adding and intelligent learning. 
Based on the original technologies of Chinese word segmentation, this dissertation 
has put forward some improvement and showed how to realize a Chinese word 
segmentation & intelligent dictionary system. And the dissertation is mainly about the 
methods of ambiguity processing and unknown words identification in Chinese word 
segmentation, and how to construct a dictionary that can support rapid query and 
adding. 
The main work that has been done in this project is as following: 
(1) The realization of dictionary which is based on Double-Array Trie tree, and we 
also constructed a secondary dictionary to support quick adding function. 
(2) Chinese word pretreatment which can help reduce ambiguity and improve the 
efficiency and accuracy of Chinese word segmentation .This process cuts Chinese text 
into short sentences according to the differences between English and Chinese 
punctuation marks. At the same time, it utilizes the regular expressions to identify date, 















(3) Optimization of the reverse maximum matching algorithm. The improved 
algorithm will dynamically determine the maximum length, and ensure the long words 
won’t be cut off while reducing the average times of matching operation. 
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